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My mother is a huge inspiration in my life. She is a special education teacher. And throughout the years she has continually expressed the dramatic increase in 
autistic students. When she first began, she had 4 students, she now has 28. According to the CDC, throughout the last four years the number of autistic students 
has risen about 8%. This brings the autism rate to 17.8% for students aged 3-17. That is about 1 in every 6 students. 
The views of autism are often misconstrued just for being different. I too was guilty of this. Until the day I met Phillip. Phillip is a second-grade autistic student who 
has a passion for construction. As do I. I met him when I came to build a shelf for my mother’s school office, and he insisted on helping. I, as many do, had an initial 
thought of doubt, simply because of the student’s disability. 
So, what is autism? It is a neurological development disorder and characterized as abnormalities in social interactions, sensory sensitivities, and unusual response to 
environmental stimulation. Due to these behavioral differences, the school kids with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) either go to designated schools for Autism 
or learn in isolation in K-12 Schools. In other words, they do not share the same learning environments with general education students. This deprives students like 
Phillip of the opportunities such as equal access to the educational resources, peer learning and social skills critical for our society, just for being different. 
Opposed to the learning in isolation concept, inclusive pedagogy is a method that aims to create supportive learning environments and equal access to students This 
can be achieved via development of innovative classroom designs to address the varying needs of students. 
Through research, my thesis systematically investigates environmental, spatial, emotional, psychological, and social needs of the students with ASD. My thesis also 
critically reviews the effectiveness of design strategies utilized in both, schools for autism and mainstream K-12 schools. Through this analysis my thesis re-established 
new design norms to transform the current K-12 school into “Inclusive K-12 Schools”. I strongly believe this can be a turning point for the education of ASD students. 
Now it needs to be noted that this is in fact a spectrum. To address a wide range of students my design should empower educators by allowing them to reconfigure 
the learning environment. The flexible design features should allow flexibility in sound, light, layout, privacy, visibility, and outdoor connectivity, within the 
consideration of student needs.
  
I believe the key design concepts are spatial flexibility and inspiring architectural spaces for social interaction. With this in mind, my thesis aims to design the next-
generation Inclusive K-12 Schools for students like Phillip who is a student first and is autistic second. 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
1) What does it mean to be autistic? 
2) How does this impact academia?
3) What are key aspects of design for autistic students?
4) How does this promote inclusion within the classroom setting?
00.2RESEARCH INTRODUCTION
MISSION:
Throughout history the idea and informative information of autism has began to 
spread internationally. The school system has began to transition from the idea 
that these students are separate from society. Beginning around 2001 the push 
for autistic inclusion began and the school system changed. These students now 
have the opportunity to create meaningful relationships in the classroom through 
societal and other factors. However, if we as a school system are going to make 
these changes there is still the needs of the student that is not being addressed. 
As an architect I aim to create an engaging learning environment for these 
students.
WHAT IS AUTISM?
Autism is a neurological disorder with a variable of severities that is characterized by difficulty in social interaction and communication and by restricted or repetitive patterns of 
thought and behavior. This refers to a broad range of disorders that fall under the “umbrella”. Autism affects 17.8% of students aged 3-17 (2009-2017). With the number of students 
dramatically increasing each year. Increased 1.8% within the year of 2016. This disorder makes it difficult for the autistic student to understand social cues, and other indirect 
references. These students are very direct and logical and must be taught so. 

















A form of perception deficiency commonly found in autism is called 
Fragmented Perception. Here some individuals perceive the world 
in “fragments” rather than seeing the entire room at one instance. 
A student may identify where they are relative to a certain object in 
the room. A symbol or object is used to acknowledge the area, and 
if this object is moved or misplaced the room suddenly becomes 
unrecognizable.
GESTALT PERCEPTION
Another form of perception deficiency commonly found in autism 
is called Gestalt Perception. This is where the individual finds 
it difficult to distinguish between foreground and background 
information. Everything in their view is interrupted by the one 
or two objects that is standing out in their mind. This makes it 
difficult to separate detail. Even that of the teachers voice can be 
interrupted from this. This can lead to becoming overwhelmed and 
cause behavioral issues. 
HYPERSENSITIVITY
The most common deficiency is hypersensitivity. This is where all 
of the sensoral features in a class setting are heightened for the 
autistic student. The lighting quality, vibrant colors, sounds etc. 
are all turned up to a maximum level. This also leads to becoming 
overwhelmed and causing behavioral issues. These students are 
more aware of information that is commonly overlooked by the 
typical student. 
HYPO-SENSITIVITY
Lastly there is hypo-sensitivity. This is the opposite spectrum where 
obtaining sensoral information is more difficult for the individual. 
Meaning the student processes less information that what a typical 
student would. This is where you often find students that rock back 
and forth or fidget to gain a more tactile sensation. The student 














Educational philosophies are the root of the curriculum beliefs taught within our schooling system. This 
branches out to two types of centering, teacher centered and student centered. Where teacher centered 
the instructor is prominent in the classroom, determining, and being the center of the curricula and 
instructional strategies. Student centered is when the students begin to have choices concerning what to 
learn and how they will learn best. The instructional strategies have choices concerning the student and 
how to actively involve the student in their own learning. 
00.4EDUCATION PHILOSOPHIES ESSENTIALISM : 
Based on the belief that a core curriculum exists 
that everyone in the U.S. should learn.
PERENNIALISM : 
Based on a core curriculum however, there is 
the belief that there is a curriculum with themes 
and questions that endure and are everlasting.
PROGRESSIVISM : 
Focuses on a curriculum of the interest 
to students. Students are challenged to 
construct or discover knowledge about their 
environments, creating engaged learning and 
allowing self expression.
SOCIAL RECONSTRUCTIONISM : 
Looks to education to change society rather 
than teach about it. Aims to educate students 
to improve and help the society and benefits of 
everyone worldwide. 
EXISTENTIALISM: 
Emphasis on the individual where each student 
has the freedom to make his/her own choices.
PHILOSOPHIES OF EDUCATION
Examining the goals, forms, methods 
and meanings of education. This 
can be divided into two branches of 
philosophy.
TEACHER CENTERED 
Typically refers to learning situations 
in which the teacher asserts control 
over the material that students study 
and the ways in which they study it.
ESSENTIALISM
Based on the belief that a core 
curriculum exists that everyone 
in the U.S. should learn
PERENNIALISM
Based on a core curriculum how-
ever, there is the belief that there 
is a curriculum with themes and 
questions that endure and are 
everlasting.
PROGRESSIVISM
Focuses on a curriculum of the 
interest to students. Students 
are challenged to construct 
or discover knowledge about 
their environments, creating 




Looks to education to change 
society rather than teach about 
it. Aims to educate students to 
improve and help the society 
and benefits of everyone 
worldwide. 
EXISTENTIALISM
Emphasis on the individual 
where each student has the 
freedom to make his/her own 
choices.
STUDENT CENTERED
Intended to address the distinct 
learning needs, interest, aspira-
tions, or cultural background of 















Here we will begin to understand the typical development of a child due to cognitive, 
moral and psychosocial impacts. This is where the inclusionary process becomes 

















furthered the development 
of Piagets theory to 
represent the moral 
development of a child. 
He developed these 
ideas further and created 
three stages to represent 
this philosophy of 
development. Through 
stories of moral dilemmas 
he was able to understand 
the thought process 
of different age ranges 
and discover how moral 
reasoning changed 
as people grew older. 





CHILDREN BEGIN TO 
IMAGINE AND MENTALLY 
REVERSING ACTIONS. 
DEVELOP AND ENGAGE 
IN PRETEND PLAY. USE OF 
SYMBOLS AND LANGUAGE.
LEARN THE IDEA OF 
CONSERVATION. BEGINS 
TO UNDERSTAND REASON, 
AND MATHEMATICS.
BEGINS TO UNDERSTAND 
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS 







AGE CRISIS VIRTUE (-) OUTCOME
1 3-5 YEARS INITIATIVE VS. GUILT PURPOSE INADEQUACY








Erikson developed a theory based on the social aspects through society that 
derive from a crisis, resulting in either a positive virtue or negative outcome. 
This is dependent on the social impact to the child and their response to 
situations. Culture and society play a role in this theory. Plenty of room for 
growth and personality development throughout life. A crisis can occur 
at each stage of development. This is a 8 stage theory however I am only 
focusing on three that are the age range of childhood education. If each 
crisis is correctly formed this can result in a healthy personality.
Jean Piaget’s theory of cognitive development explains how 
children construct a mental model of the world. Through 
detailed observation and a series of test he was able to 
reveal different cognitive abilities of childhood development. 
This proved that intellect is not a fixed trait and can be 
molded throughout time. According to Piaget, children are 









































































1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE
Upon merging the two education types, you are able to locate and determine which impact both functions 
the most. Through the matrix you can see how certain attributes may benefit an autistic student in the 
education setting, however you can also see where that lies for the general education student. Using this 
will help determine which attributes are most relevant for inclusionary education. Those that fall into the 
inclusionary zoning serves the most importance to both general education and autistic education. However 
those that fall outside the inclusionary zone do not positively impact both general and autistic education 
cohesively. 
Taking the same design parameters and giving them a level of importance to the students and the environ-
ment. You are able to see clearly what is most important when designing for an autistic student and how to 
develop a sense of relevance according to the level given. 
















































































































































































































































































































































HOW SOUND TRAVELS TO THE PERSON: 
A persons vocal cords creates the sound through vibration. This produces the sound wave that travels 
throughout the air. A path of travel is directed from the source and received by the person through 
vibrations of the ear drum. The ear drum vibrates from air traveling and hitting the drum. 
HOW SOUND TRAVELS WITHIN AN ENCLOSED SPACE: 
The materiality surrounding the sound source reacts in different responses dependent on material type. 













Initial Sound Sound Transmis-






Sound is created when air molecules are interrupted and vibrated by sound waves. Dependant upon the 
amplitude of the sound wave, derives the level of intensity the sound makes. Simplified down to, the faster 
the air molecules vibrate, the louder the sound will be. 
HUMAN HEARING PERCEPTION AND FREQUENCY: 
Below is a graphical representation of sound level perception to the typical human ear. Ranging from an 
average of 0db up to 160db. Where the central point represents the most comfort. As you get further from 
the central point the level of comfort dissipates. 
At about 120db the average 
human ear begins to experience 
pain. Ex. Trains and planes.
This is the ideal zone 
for comfortable hearing. 
Averaging at about 
60db.
This is where a vast majority 
of sound level lies however 
prolonged periods begin to 
harm the ear.
This is the typical thresh-
old for when a human 















WHAT IS SOUND ABSORPTION: 
Sound absorption is the measure of the amount of energy removed from the sound wave 
as the wave passes through a given thickness of material. As a sound hits an absorptive 
material it loses energy and experiences dampening effects. This is the main feature in 
01.2SOUND ABSORPTION
SOUND SOURCE
TYPICAL WALL SOUND ABSORBENT WALL
Sound transmission 
is reduced due to the 
sound waves being 
absorbed by the 
acoustic material
HOW TO MEASURE SOUND ABSORPTION: 
Sound absorption is measured through Noise Reduction Coefficient. This is a rating that goes from 0.00 to 
1.00 and is rounded to the nearest .05. Marble for example has a true NRC of 0.01 however this is rounded to 
0.00. Each material that is used has a measurement attached to it. The lower the measure, the more reflective 
the material is. The higher the measurement the more absorptive the material is. 




The human ear cannot 
hear the acoustical 
difference of .05 
A material with a NRC 
value greater than .40 is 
considered acoustical 
The most absorptive 
materials will range 
between .95 and 1.00
DRYWALLMARBLE NRC: 0.00 NRC: 0.15 NRC: 0.20














WHAT IS SOUND TRANSMISSION: 
Sound transmission is the transmission of sounds through and between materials, including air, wall, 





from the sound 







Acoustic control of 
vocal carry
Around 30 STC 
us where typical 
speech can be 
heard from room 
to room.
SOUND SOURCE
MIC MIC The difference in the decibel level from 
the room with the sound source to the 
opposing room gives you the sound 
transmission loss between the material. 
NR = noise reduction. This is the sound 
level difference between each room. 
NR
The maximum of STC is 
complete deafening of 
an original sound source. 
Dependent on original DB 
of the sound.
An STC rating of 50 
or above is considered 
optimal for classroom to 
classroom. At this level 
shouting is barely audible
HOW TO MEASURE SOUND TRANSMISSION: 
Sound absorption is measured through Noise Reduction Coefficient. This is a rating that goes from 0.00 to 
1.00 and is rounded to the nearest .05. Marble for example has a true NRC of 0.01 however this is rounded to 
0.00. Each material that is used has a measurement attached to it. The lower the measure, the more reflective 














WHAT IS SOUND REFLECTION: 
Sound absorption is the measure of the amount of energy removed from the sound wave as the 
wave passes through a given thickness of material. As a sound hits an absorptive material it loses 




Sound travels through 





The sound is 
reflected causing the 
sound to echo and 
sustain longer within 
the confined space.
A reverberant time of 0.4 
is optimal for elementary 
school classrooms.
Around 2.0 is where 
churches aim for sound 
reverberation. These are 
more echoed and choir 
sounds. 
Lecture halls and 
conference rooms 
where the sound 
needs to travel further 
are around 1-1.2
HOW TO MEASURE SOUND REFLECTION:
Sound absorption is measured through Noise Reduction Coefficient. This is a rating that goes from 0.00 to 
1.00 and is rounded to the nearest .05. Marble for example has a true NRC of 0.01 however this is rounded to 
0.00. Each material that is used has a measurement attached to it. The lower the measure, the more reflective 














CONTROLLING SOUND WITHIN ENCLOSED SPACE: 
The challenge when designing for education will come within the interior space. This can be done through three forms, 
absorption, reflection and the volume of the space. Dependant on the typology and program of the space will determine 
the optimal reverberation time. From there you are able to calculate how much sound modification you may need. 
CEILING ASSEMBLY ACOUSTIC MANIPULATION: 
Using various techniques that are able to work together to control the volume of sound in a space, the roof is the 
optimal place to compose this construction as it is not physically used by the person from a day to day basis. Since walls 
and the by the person within the space you become more limited in what can be done. 
01.5CEILING ASSEMBLY
Absorber thickened
Banners hung exposing both 








holes to provide 
reflection of sound
HeartFelt Baffle System: 
This design deals with sound reverberation and is commonly 
used in concert halls, theaters, conference rooms and other 
spaces where sound quality is important. 
NRC rating of .45 and .70 can be achieved. 
Soundstar Architectural Ceiling: 
This design can be focused within particular zones of rooms. It 
comes in two size applications of which control reverberation 
within that area, resulting in better sound quality. Commonly 
used in healthcare, educational, and corporate settings.
Can provide a NRC rating of up to 0.9. 



















Absorptive material is used 
to keep the exterior material 
from vibrating further.
WALL ASSEMBLY ACOUSTIC MANIPULATION: 
Using various techniques that are able to work together to control the volume of sound in a space, the roof is the optimal 
place to compose this construction as it is not physically used by the person from a day to day basis. Since walls and the 
by the person within the space you become more limited in what can be done. 
Soundstar Architectural Ceiling: 
This design uses porous holes to isolate sound. Typically 
using a felting 100% PET plastic in a variety of colors this 
product has a NRC rating dependent on the spacing of 
the holes within the panel. 
Can provide a NRC rating of up to 0.9. 
Atmosphera Strata: 
This baffled wall assembly uses straight design and shallow 
fins. Soft sound fins can be used to provide steady acous-
tic control. Dependant on the air gap between panels and 
the thickness of panel the NRC rating changes. Two panel 
sizes of 12mm and 9mm. With air gaps from 0-150mm.















Among the finish 
floor choice material. 
Further material can 
be placed below such 
as rubber to reduce 
sound
Typically paired with 
a resilient channel to 
allow for further air gap 
within the assembly. 
A resilient hanger can 
be used to provide 
deflection and reduce 
the footfall sound 
between levels
Resilmat - Rubber Underlayment: 
This is an option for a wooden floor assembly. This product is a 
rubberized underlayment below the finished floor to reduce the 
footfall sound between levels. This is often paired with a resilient 
channel of which the manufacturer also provides a sound isolation 
washer to further the sound isolation. 
Can provide a STC rating of 25
Resilmat - Resilient Isolation Hanger: 
This product has three different types depending on the optimum 
load capacity. Each hanger provides the same amount of sound 
deflection and can be used with concrete assemblies.
Can provide a STC rating of 30
(STC = Sound Transmission Class)
FLOOR ASSEMBLY ACOUSTIC MANIPULATION: 
Using various techniques that are able to work together to control the volume of sound in a space, the roof is the optimal 
place to compose this construction as it is not physically used by the person from a day to day basis. Since walls and the 














Soft-screen Groove Angle: 
To the left is a full acoustic panel where the entire panel is a felt that controls the noise 
reduction coefficient. Shown above there are three features of joinery that can be used. 
Wall joined, cable hung, or track and trolley.
Can provide a NRC rating of up to 0.9. 
Soft-screen Stack: 
These panel designs are more for the appeal and the control of sound transmission. The 
panel can be used to simply divide a space, or there is the option of a half open panel 
that controls the sound however sound is allowed to escape through the top of the 
panel 
01.8PANEL ASSEMBLY
Soft-screen Groove Straight Acoustic Panel: 
This design can be focused within particular zones of rooms. It comes 
in two size applications of which control reverberation within that 
area, resulting in better sound quality. Commonly used in healthcare, 
educational, and corporate settings.
Can provide a NRC rating of up to 0.9. 
Dependant on the type of sound quality 
needed this product has two options. 
The panels can be cable hung which 
would leave opportunity for sound to 
escape above the panels.
There is also a track and trolley which 
would be more optimal in design. Al-
lowing for the panels to be removed 
when needed creating a flexible envi-
ronment while being able to control 
sound completely up to the teachers 
discretion. 
WALL PANEL MANIPULATION: 
Using various techniques that are able to work together to control the volume of sound in a space, the roof is the optimal 
place to compose this construction as it is not physically used by the person from a day to day basis. Since walls and the 
























Independent Study:  
Peer Study:  
Presentation Study:  
Collaborative/Group Study:  
One-On-One Study W/ Teacher:  
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
The layout of the classroom has a strong impact on the effectiveness of a learning environment. The typical classroom 
setting divides the seating layout into two categories, front facing and grouped. From there the three most popular 
seating arrangements are displayed below. 
TYPOLOGY FOR CURRICULA STUDY:
With each curricula having certain needs seating arrangements have began to be developed to better promote 
















TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This design was optimized for students with autism. Forming from three masses that have a 
communal area within the center. The massing is separated into three sections, one of which 
holds majority of the classroom settings. Within this block the classrooms are of different sizes 
however reflect similar seating style.
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This particular precedent mainly uses the grouped seating arrangement. Major-
ity of the classroom settings are set up to be collaborative with other students 
and thus the desk/tables are set in clusters to allow for students to work with 
each-other on assignments. This could further the engagement and social inter-
action that is being aimed for in the inclusionary precedent.
Collaborative/Group Study: CLUSTER
NIA SCHOOL 
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This precedent mainly focuses on the sensory needs of students within the 
school setting. This would be reasoning for the classroom layout as such. This 
space is an open concept that allows for rearrangement however they are 
primarily set in a cluster/grouping format. 
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
With this project mainly focusing on the sensory needs of students the desk are 
not only made to fit the students sizes optimizing comfort, they are also set in a 
grouping style. Within clusters that allow collaborative group study as represent-
ed below. This again furthers the ability for students to engage in social interac-















TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This precedent is optimized for location of programming. While the 
classrooms are set to be the furthest possible away from exterior noises 
to allow for further focus and comprehension.
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This project uses a front facing scheme in the classroom however the idea of 
collaborative work remains. The desk are set up in front facing pairs to allow for 
peer study. This again optimizes the social interaction for these students. 
Peer Study:  FRONT FACING PAIRS
HANGZHOU SHENGLI ELEMENTARY HANGZHOU SHENGLI ELEMENTARY
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This precedent is optimized for location of programming. While the classrooms are 
set to be the furthest possible away from exterior noises to allow for further focus and 
comprehension.
MASSING PROGRESSION:
1. The sports area is first set on the eastern side. Placing the classrooms on the north side as far away from the road to 
have the smallest amount of sound position in that area. 
2. Multi function hall is arranged on the south of the site to further isolate the noise from getting to the teaching area on 
the north side of the campus.
3. Begin to connect functions in lines while dividing the campus into two garden squares of the east and west. 
4. Programming in line with where children run are rounded to reduce injury risk














The oval shaped roof deck of this 
kindergarten allows children to 
interact and play with the architecture 
itself. There is no built in fixtures 
that establish as a playground for 
the students rather the architecture 
itself serves this purpose. Designing 
for play. Optimized for students aged 
between two and six the Yoshino 
Nursery follows the Montessori 
Method that allows students to be 
given the freedom to learn through 
discovery. Physical boundaries are 
removed where nothing becomes 
off limits. The students creativity 
is allowed to blossom. Rather the 
architect Takaharu Tezuka designed 
for a continuous space allowing for 
unbound learning and play. This was 
established through a study of the 
natural choice of play for students. 
Simple in design the roof feature is 
the most impactful design. The roof 
doubles as a playground and running 
track. Allowing the students to race 
around the ring. There are also 
existing zelkova trees the deck was 
built around to allow for easy climbing 
in the natural setting. Skylights are 
installed throughout allowing natural 
light into the classrooms below while 
also creating a “porthole” for children 
to peek through. On the ground 
level the classrooms have sliding 
panel doors allowing the outdoor 
elements to directly connect with 
the interior setting. While the free 
plan encourages independence and 
collaboration. This also creates a 
natural white noise from the sounds of 
600 children. 
YOSHINO NURSERY
LEVEL 01 - PLAN
SECTION - A
Preservance of existing 
nature integrated into 
building design. Interactive design. 
Accessible Roof.
Open concept design 
allowing for spacial 
flexibility


















OB KINDERGARTEN AND NURSERY
Along the coastline of Japan, this 
school successfully embraces nature 
within an urban setting. With the sea 
to its south and the mountains to the 
north east you can feel the power 
of nature. The school embraces 
the sea through sliding panel doors 
facing south through the large glass 
elevation. While bringing in the 
natural daylight through the oversized 
framing displayed. The school features 
an accessible roof allowing further 
connectivity with nature. Through 
ropes and climbing bars integrated 
with architecture children can 
pass through between levels. The 
integration of play enforces physical 
activity. This school uses a sense of 
place-making through materiality. 
The flooring material is change for an 
unconscious feeling that the settings 
change. 















Converted from an th century 
courtyard building the YueCheng 
Courtyard Kindergarten is topped 
with a uniquely designed accessible 
rooftop. The site aims to preserve the 
cultural heritage of the pre existing to 
form a multi-layered urban narrative 
where old and new co-exist. The red 
and orange coloration of the roof 
top was designed to dramatically 
contrast with the grey roofs of the 
traditional buildings while providing 
a large play-space for the children. 
Transforming limited space to engage 
various building resulting in a colorful 
playground that functions as the main 
place for children to gain access 
to nature. The undulating surface 
represents a topographical sense 
creating several small hills and plains 
that create mimics landscape design. 
This forms a playful “landscape” for 
children to run up and down while 
also gaining experience to their 
cultural history. Parts of the village 
buildings interiors were redesigned as 
part of the school. The interior spaces 
consist of open-plan classrooms that 
are connected by a wide corridor. 
Each interior courtyard below the 
captivating roof top is separated by 
a full glass facade to visually connect 
the new structures to the 18th century 
courtyard. This also floods the interior 
with natural daylight. These courtyards 
puncture the roof in various locations 
some of which contains stairs, slides 
and ramps to circulate between levels. 
SECTION - A































The oval shaped roof deck of this 
kindergarten allows children to 
interact and play with the architecture 
itself. There is no built in fixtures 
that establish as a playground for 
the students rather the architecture 
itself serves this purpose. Designing 
for play. Optimized for students aged 
between two and six the Yoshino 
Nursery follows the Montessori 
Method that allows students to be 
given the freedom to learn through 
discovery. Physical boundaries are 
removed where nothing becomes 
off limits. The students creativity 
is allowed to blossom. Rather the 
architect Takaharu Tezuka designed 
for a continuous space allowing for 
unbound learning and play. This was 
established through a study of the 
natural choice of play for students. 
Simple in design the roof feature is 
the most impactful design. The roof 
doubles as a playground and running 
track. Allowing the students to race 
around the ring. There are also 
existing zelkova trees the deck was 
built around to allow for easy climbing 
in the natural setting. Skylights are 
installed throughout allowing natural 
light into the classrooms below while 
also creating a “porthole” for children 
to peek through. On the ground 
level the classrooms have sliding 
panel doors allowing the outdoor 
elements to directly connect with 
the interior setting. While the free 
plan encourages independence and 
collaboration. This also creates a 
natural white noise from the sounds of 
600 children. 
















In the United States there are three major states that stick out above all for 
highest Autism rates. This being New Jersey, North Carolina and Georgia. 
Throughout the study of Georgia the CDC analyzed five major counties. Fulton, 
Gwinnett, Cobb, DeKalb, and Clayton County. From these Counties I then 
analyzed the population of each for students. 
Gwinnett ranked as the biggest county in GA however the optimal location is 
Cobb county as there are 67 Elementary schools to feed into. Gwinnett was 
















This site is located in Kennesaw GA. Feeding into Hayes Elementary School and 
Big Shanty Elementary School. A suburban area within 5 minutes of the feeder 
schools. This is close to the national battlefield trails of Kennesaw mountain. 
ANALYSIS:
This site is located in Sandy Springs, GA. Feeding into Bells Ferry Elementary 
School. A suburban area within 5 minutes of the feeder schools. There is a pre-



























CSX winds its way through 
Kennesaw on its way from Atlanta 
and Chattanooga.
CSX winds its way through 
Kennesaw on its way from Atlanta 
and Chattanooga.
Proposed site location. 
Maintaining all current foliage 















1. Site was adjusted to create simplified geometry 2. Central point identified on site 3. Natural sound barrier created with land mass to compensate for 
sound from CSX train route.
4. Form created from circumference of circle. Northern mass tucked 
into land mass. Enclosed central point to create internal courtyard.
5. Central axis point established to connect to buildings. Sloping of 
buildings to create a softer curb appeal and approach. Large atrium 
space created to establish hierarchy for entry. 
6. Vehicular circulation established. Main entry and exit. 
04.1FORM PROCESS
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This precedent is optimized for location of programming. While the classrooms are set to be the furthest 
possible away from exterior noises to allow for further focus and comprehension.
Central Point
Southern Building Northern Building
Enclosed Space
Buildings Sloped Buildings Sloped Vehicular Circulation
Natural Sound Barrier
04.2FORM PROGRAMMING
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This precedent is optimized for location of programming. While the classrooms are set to be the furthest possible 



















TRAIN - 110 dB MAX.
  96 dB MIN.
CARS - 85 dB MAX.
               68 dB MIN.




DROP = 62 dB
COURTYARD - 
DISTANCE dB 















OPTIMAL DB LEVEL 35-40 RANGE. HIGHWAY BARRIER REDUCE 
SOUND BY 5dB. EARTH ACTS AS A NATURAL BARRIER REDUCING 
SOUND BY 3dB MORE THAN A FABRICATED PANEL.
04.4DECIBEL STUDY
TRAIN - 110 dB MAX.
  96 dB MIN.
CARS - 85 dB MAX.
               68 dB MIN.




DROP = 38 dB
COURTYARD - 
DISTANCE dB 
















With the goal of establishing a geometry that matches the current condition of 
the site. Elements were set in place to retain the historic site while only building 
upon the pre existing clearing that is already established. The curvature of the 
building is intended to represent the natural stroke of a pen while also fitted 
tightly to that of the site creating the enclosed courtyard for outdoor connectivity 
but also privacy and security. Through the centralized alignment of the atrium 
space this created a connection between the two buildings. Tucking the northern 
building into a man made  land mass intended to further the sound barrier of the 
CSX train that runs through the area. Creating the main entry off the side road 
rather than the main road. Through each design change/placement a scenario of 






































































This layout shows the view into the main flex space. Assorted with chairs and desk to encourage group work. Located on the top of the classroom are acoustic banners to reduce noise 
levels in the classroom. The instructor has a mobile work station so that they are able to move around the space freely. There is an occupational therapy zone that can be curtained off. 
As well as a green board that can be used as an interactive learning tool. 
Here you are able to see how the space can change to produce an open play area or any other use. The tables and stools fold and fit into one another and can be easily stored. The 
glazing system slides to open up directly to the interior courtyard establish an indoor/outdoor connectivity. You are able to see how the curtain system can be pulled back from the 















In this view you are able to see the main flex space as well as the secondary flex space beyond. The main feature shown in this view is the sliding panel system that can separate the two 
flex spaces. The instructor is able to flow between these two spaces. 
With the main glazing at the open position and the sliding panel system closed. These are plays on boundaries in the classroom. These boundaries create separation within the needs of 














This layout shows a view from the private study quarter that is wrapped in acoustic paneling on the walls and directly above. The interactive wall is visible as well as the idea of private 
instruction (if needed) that can be used on the opposite corner. 
With the boundary created from the sliding panel system you are able to create a secondary classroom without the distractions from the opposing side. The instructor can easily change 
flex spaces whether the class is split into groups or students need further individual instruction. 
05APPENDIX
REFLECTION:
This thesis derived from a changed perspective on the Autistic Student. Being one 
of the congregation that commonly overlooked the autistic child as an outsider to 
the general population I wanted to make a change to that. Being able to express that 
these children are Students first and their disorder comes second. 
Through my exploration I learned a great deal. About the autistic child, how to 
control sensoral qualities in different spaces and what that does to the general 
human. However I also ran into complications being how to cover the wide umbrella 
of disorders that is the autistic spectrum. This is where a challenge can be taken 
in the architectural world where we design for the general mass rather than the 
individual. With autistic students, each one is an individual and has different needs 
than the next. So as a designer you must be able to design for the general as well as 
addressing the needs of the individual. 
I faced this issue through the development of a Flexible space that created 
different boundaries, lighting qualities, sound qualities and other features that give 


















 Autism is a growing behavioral health problem for school age kids in the United States and in the World.  
It is a neurological development disorder and characterized as abnormalities in social interactions, sensory 
sensitivities, and unusual response to environmental stimulation. According to the CDC, 1 in every 54 
school age kids in the United States has been identifi ed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 
Due to these behavioral differences, the school kids with ASD either go to designated schools for Autism 
or learn in isolation in K-12 Schools. More specifi cally, they are taught in the classrooms designated for 
ASD and they do not share the same learning environments with the general education students. This 
deprives them of the opportunities offered by the inclusive learning environments such as equal access to 
the educational resources, and peer learning. Similarly, the general education students can also develop 
social skills critical for our society by learning how to celebrate individual differences and respecting 
others. 
Throughout history the idea and informative information of autism has began to spread internationally. 
As the population becomes more aware, and can properly diagnose a child with autism, the numbers of 
autistic students are beginning to rise dramatically. Throughout the last four years the number of autistic 
students has risen about 8%. This brings the autism rate to 17.8% for students aged 3-17 according to 
the CDC. As the number of students increase, the school systems are not able to provide the students 
with the proper teaching instruction through the isolation concept. However, there is another means of 
instruction that not only provides the students with equal instruction but also provides equal opportunity. 
Opposed to the learning in isolation concept, the inclusive pedagogy is a method that aims to create 
supportive environments and give each student equal access to learning. This can be achieved via the 
incorporation of effective educational means and development of innovative classroom designs to address 
varying needs of the students. I believe inclusive pedagogy and state-of-the art classroom designs can 
play a key role in students’ success and learning. I also strongly believe effective implementation of these 
strategies in schools can be a turning point for the education of K-12 students.  
My thesis aims to develop innovative design solutions to promote inclusive pedagogy in K-12 schools. I 
plan to achieve this by developing thoughtful design implications that can facilitate supportive learning 
environments and give students equal access to educational resources. The research component of my 
thesis work systematically investigates environmental, spatial, emotional, psychological, and social needs 
of the students with ASD. My thesis research also critically reviews the effectiveness of design strategies 
utilized in Schools for Autism and in main-stream K-12 schools by assessing their impact on student 
learning. The design component of my thesis critically analysis K-12 design guidelines and re-establishes 
new design norms to transform K-12 Schools into “Inclusive K-12 Schools “. 
I believe next-generation K-12 school designs should promote inclusive learning environments. Effective 
design strategies can play a signifi cant role in addressing the needs of both main-stream students and 
students with ASD in the same setting. This can further help to maximize peer learning and social 
interaction between the two student populations. I believe the key design concepts are spatial fl exibility 
and inspiring architectural spaces for social interaction. The fl exible design features should allow 
the teacher to reconfi gure the sound, light, layout, privacy, visibility, outdoor connectivity, within the 
consideration of student needs. 
It needs to be noted that the ratio of the students with ASD to the main-stream students would vary from 
semester to semester. In fact, students’ sensorial needs and severity of their sensitivities to environmental 
stimulations may also vary from day to day as this disorder is in fact a “spectrum”. To address these 
changing needs of the students in the inclusive learning environments, the next-generation K-12 school 
designs should empower the educators by allowing them to reconfi gure the learning environments. The 
next generation K-12 schools should also reinforce students’ social engagement via the incorporation of 
social indoor and outdoor spaces that vary in size and spatial characteristics. The inspiring design of these 
social spaces scattered throughout the school can maximize social interaction between the two student 
populations and reinforce peer learning. 
As a designer we have codes and standards that effect our design solutions such as Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) and the International Building Code (IBC). Not only through my studies do I hope 
to design and create my own version of an engaging learning environment, I hope to create enough of a 
resource that can be used by future designers. Through my studies and fi ndings, I will be able to compile 
the necessary adjustments and design strategies that can be used for ASD students. This methodology 
can be taken and used as a resource for future schools and one day be a part of the standard of the lower 
education system of K-12 schools. 
My mother has been a special education teacher for many years and throughout that time I have gained 
the opportunity to work with these students. This has resulted in my passion for the education system and 
bringing attention to those that fall under the Autistic Spectrum Disorder. With that, I have chosen to take 
my studies and devote my knowledge towards creating an engaging and effective learning environment for 
these students. I want to design the next-generation Inclusive K-12 Schools. 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
1) What does it mean to be autistic? 
2) How does this impact academia?
3) What are key aspects of design for autistic students?
4) How does this promote inclusion within the classroom setting?
WHAT IS AUTISM?
Autism is a neurological disorder with a variable of severities that is characterized by diffi culty in social 
interaction and communication and by restricted or repetitive patterns of thought and behavior. This 
refers to a broad range of disorders that fall under the “umbrella”. Autism affects 17.8% of students aged 
3-17 (2009-2017). With the number of students dramatically increasing each year. Increased 1.8% within 
the year of 2016. This disorder makes it diffi cult for the autistic student to understand social cues, and 
other indirect references. These students are very direct and logical and must be taught so. 
1 IN 6 STUDENTS
FRAGMENTED PERCEPTION
MOST OCCURRING PERCEPTIONS
A form of perception defi ciency commonly found in autism 
is called Fragmented Perception. Here some individuals 
perceive the world in “fragments” rather than seeing the 
entire room at one instance. A student may identify where 
they are relative to a certain object in the room. A symbol 
or object is used to acknowledge the area, and if this 
object is moved or misplaced the room suddenly becomes 
unrecognizable.
GESTALT PERCEPTION
Another form of perception defi ciency commonly found 
in autism is called Gestalt Perception. This is where the 
individual fi nds it diffi cult to distinguish between foreground 
and background information. Everything in their view is 
interrupted by the one or two objects that is standing out 
in their mind. This makes it diffi cult to separate detail. 
Even that of the teachers voice can be interrupted from 
this. This can lead to becoming overwhelmed and cause 
behavioral issues. 
HYPERSENSITIVITY
The most common defi ciency is hypersensitivity. This is 
where all of the sensoral features in a class setting are 
heightened for the autistic student. The lighting quality, 
vibrant colors, sounds etc. are all turned up to a maximum 
level. This also leads to becoming overwhelmed and 
causing behavioral issues. These students are more aware 
of information that is commonly overlooked by the typical 
student. 
HYPOSENSITIVITY
Lastly there is hyposensitivity. This is the opposite 
spectrum where obtaining sensoral information is more 
diffi cult for the individual. Meaning the student processes 
less information that what a typical student would. This 
is where you often fi nd students that rock back and forth 
or fi dget to gain a more tactile sensation. The student 




CHILDREN BEGIN TO 
IMAGINE AND MENTALLY 
REVERSING ACTIONS. 
DEVELOP AND ENGAGE 
IN PRETEND PLAY. USE OF 
SYMBOLS AND LANGUAGE.
LEARN THE IDEA OF 
CONSERVATION. BEGINS 
TO UNDERSTAND REASON, 
AND MATHEMATICS.
BEGINS TO UNDERSTAND 
ABSTRACT CONCEPTS 







AGE CRISIS VIRTUE (-) OUTCOME
1 3-5 YEARS INITIATIVE VS. GUILT PURPOSE INADEQUACY








Erikson developed a theory based on the social aspects through society that 
derive from a crisis, resulting in either a positive virtue or negative outcome. 
This is dependent on the social impact to the child and their response to 
situations. Culture and society play a role in this theory. Plenty of room for 
growth and personality development throughout life. A crisis can occur 
at each stage of development. This is a 8 stage theory however I am only 
focusing on three that are the age range of childhood education. If each 
crisis is correctly formed this can result in a healthy personality.
Jean Piaget’s theory of cognitive development explains how 
children construct a mental model of the world. Through 
detailed observation and a series of test he was able to 
reveal different cognitive abilities of childhood development. 
This proved that intellegents is not a fi xed trait and can be 
molded throughout time. According to Piaget, children are 
born with a very basic mental structure on which knowledge 
are based. 
Here we will begin to understand the typical development of a child due to 
cognitive, moral and psychosocial impacts. This is where the inclusionary 
process becomes important for the autistic child in order to gain the factors 















Lawrence Kohlberg furthered the development of Piagets theory to represent the 
moral development of a child. He developed these ideas further and created three 
stages to represent this philosophy of development. Through stories of moral dilemmas 
he was able to understand the thought process of different age ranges and discover 




Based on the belief that a core curriculum 
exists that everyone in the U.S. should 
learn.
PERENNIALISM : 
Based on a core curriculum however, 
there is the belief that there is a 
curriculum with themes and questions 
that endure and are everlasting.
PROGRESSIVISM : 
Focuses on a curriculum of the interest 
to students. Students are challenged to 
construct or discover knowledge about 
their environments, creating engaged 
learning and allowing self expression.
SOCIAL RECONSTRUCTIONISM : 
Looks to education to change society 
rather than teach about it. Aims to 
educate students to improve and help 
the society and benefi ts of everyone 
worldwide. 
EXISTENTIALISM: 
Emphasis on the individual where each 
student has the freedom to make his/her 
own choices.
PHILOSOPHIES OF EDUCATION
Examining the goals, forms, methods 
and meanings of education. This can 
be divided into two branches of phi-
losophy.
TEACHER CENTERED
Typically refers to learning situ-
ations in which the teacher as-
serts control over the material 
that students study and the ways 
in which they study it.
ESSENTIALISM
Based on the belief that a core 
curriculum exists that everyone 
in the U.S. should learn
PERENNIALISM
Based on a core curriculum 
however, there is the belief 
that there is a curriculum with 
themes and questions that en-
dure and are everlasting.
PROGRESSIVISM
Focuses on a curriculum of the 
interest to students. Students 
are challenged to construct or 
discover knowledge about their 
environments, creating engaged 
learning and allowing self expres-
SOCIAL 
RECONSTRUCTIONISM
Looks to education to change 
society rather than teach about 
it. Aims to educate students to 
improve and help the society 
and benefi ts of everyone 
EXISTENTIALISM
Emphasis on the individual where 
each student has the freedom to 
make his/her own choices.
STUDENT CENTERED
Intended to address the distinct 
learning needs, interest, aspira-
tions, or cultural background of 
individual students and groups of 
students. 
BASICS:
Sound is created when air molecules are interrupted and vibrated by sound 
waves. Dependant upon the amplitude of the sound wave, derives the 
level of intensity the sound makes. Simplifi ed down to, the faster the air 
molecules vibrate, the louder the sound will be. 
HOW SOUND TRAVELS TO THE PERSON: 
A persons vocal cords creates the sound through vibration. This produces 
the sound wave that travels throughout the air. A path of travel is directed 
from the source and received by the person through vibrations of the ear 
drum. The ear drum vibrates from air traveling and hitting the drum. 
HOW SOUND TRAVELS WITHIN AN ENCLOSED SPACE: 
The materiality surrounding the sound source reacts in different responses 
Dependant on material type. The absorption level, refl ectivity and volume 
of space all plays a part. The initial sound is created and the air molecules 
bounce off the nearest surface creating its fi rst refl ection. Dependant on 
the absorption level creates the decibel of the return wave. The sooner you 

















HUMAN HEARING PERCEPTION AND FREQUENCY:
Below is a graphical representation of sound level perception to the typical human ear. Ranging from an average 
of 0db up to 160db. Where the central point represents the most comfort. As you get further from the central 
point the level of comfort dissipates. 
At about 120db the average 
human ear begins to4 
experience pain. Ex. Trains and 
This is the ideal zone 
for comfortable hearing. 
Averaging at about 60db.
This is where a vast majority 
of sound level lies however 
prolonged periods begin to 
harm the ear.
This is the typical thresh-
old for when a human 
can begin to hear sound. 
Between 0db-20db
WHAT IS SOUND ABSORPTION: 
Sound absorption is the measure of the amount of energy 
removed from the sound wave as the wave passes through 
a given thickness of material. As a sound hits an absorptive 
material it loses energy and experiences dampening effects. 






is reduced due to the 
sound waves being 
absorbed by the 
acoustic material
WHAT IS SOUND TRANSMISSION: 
Sound transmission is the transmission of sounds through 
and between materials, including air, wall, and other 
dividers. Sound transmission is measured through sound 
transmission class (STC) and ranges from 
SOUND SOURCESound transmission 
from the sound 





through partial partition 
panel. Acoustic control 
of vocal carry
WHAT IS SOUND REFLECTION: 
Sound absorption is the measure of the amount of energy 
removed from the sound wave as the wave passes through 
a given thickness of material. As a sound hits an absorptive 
material it loses energy and experiences dampening effects. 
This is the main feature in soundproofi ng and sound 
manipulation. 
SOUND SOURCE
Sound travels through 





The sound is refl ected 
causing the sound to 
echo and sustain longer 
within the confi ned space.
HOW TO MEASURE SOUND ABSORPTION: 
Sound absorption is measured through Noise Reduction Coeffi cient. This 
is a rating that goes from 0.00 to 1.00 and is rounded to the nearest .05. 
Marble for example has a true NRC of 0.01 however this is rounded to 0.00. 
Each material that is used has a measurement attached to it. The lower the 
measure, the more refl ective the material is. The higher the measurement 
the more absorptive the material is. 




The human ear 
cannot hear 
the acoustical 
difference of .05 
A material with 
a NRC value 
greater than .40 
is considered 
acoustical 
The most absorptive 
materials will range 
between .95 and 1.00
DRYWALLMARBLE NRC: 0.00 NRC: 0.15 NRC: 0.20
NRC: 0.40 NRC: 0.70 NRC: 1.00
HOW TO MEASURE SOUND TRANSMISSION: 
Sound absorption is measured through Noise Reduction Coeffi cient. This 
is a rating that goes from 0.00 to 1.00 and is rounded to the nearest .05. 
Marble for example has a true NRC of 0.01 however this is rounded to 0.00. 
Each material that is used has a measurement attached to it. The lower the 
measure, the more refl ective the material is. The higher the measurement 
the more absorptive the material is. 
Around 30 STC 
us where typical 
speach can 
be heard from 
room to room.
SOUND SOURCE
MIC MIC The difference in the decibel level 
from the room with the sound 
source to the opposing room gives 
you the sound transmission loss 
between the material. 
NRC = noise reduction. This is the 
sound level difference between 
each room. 
The maximum of STC is 
complete deafening of 
an original sound source. 
Dependent on original 
DB of the sound.
An STC rating of 50 
or above is considered 
optimal for classroom to 
classroom. At this level 
shouting is barely audible
HOW TO MEASURE SOUND REFLECTION:
Sound absorption is measured through Noise Reduction Coeffi cient. This 
is a rating that goes from 0.00 to 1.00 and is rounded to the nearest .05. 
Marble for example has a true NRC of 0.01 however this is rounded to 
0.00. Each material that is used has a measurement attached to it. The 
lower the measure, the more refl ective the material is. The higher the 
measurement the more absorptive the material is. 
A reverberant time 
of 0.4 is optimal for 
elementary school 
classrooms.
Around 2.0 is where 
churches aim for 
sound reverberation. 
These are more 
echoed and choir 
Lecture halls and 
conference rooms 
where the sound 




01.2SOUND ABSORPTION 01.3SOUND TRANSMISSION 01.4REFLECTION
CONTROLLING SOUND WITHIN ENCLOSED SPACE: 
The challenge when designing for education will come within the interior space. This can be done through three 
forms, absorption, refl ection and the volume of the space. Dependant on the typology and program of the space will 
determine the optimal reverberation time. From there you are able to calculate sound modifi cation.
Absorber thickened
Banners hung exposing both 








holes to provide 
refl ection of sound
HeartFelt Baffl e System: 
This design deals with sound reverberation 
and is commonly used in concert halls, 
theaters, conference rooms and other 
spaces where sound quality is important. 
NRC rating of .45 and .70 can be achieved. 
Soundstar Architectural Ceiling: 
This design can be focused within 
particular zones of rooms. It comes in 
two size applications of which control 
reverberation within that area, resulting 
in better sound quality. Commonly used 
in healthcare, educational, and corporate 
settings.
Can provide a NRC rating of up to 0.9. 
WALL ASSEMBLY ACOUSTIC MANIPULATION: 
Using various techniques that are able to work together to control the volume of sound in a 
space, the roof is the optimal place to compose this construction as it is not physically used 
by the person from a day to day basis. Since walls and the by the person within the space you 
become more limited in what can be done. 




Absorptive material is used 
to keep the exterior material 
from vibrating further.
Soundstar Architectural Ceiling: 
This design uses porous holes to isolate 
sound. Typically using a felting 100% PET 
plastic in a variety of colors this product 
has a NRC rating dependent on the 
spacing of the holes within the panel. 
Can provide a NRC rating of up to 0.9. 
Atmosphera Strata: 
This baffl ed wall assembly uses straight 
design and shallow fi ns. Soft sound fi ns can 
be used to provide steady acoustic control. 
Dependant on the air gap between panels 
and the thickness of panel the NRC` rating 
changes. Two panel sizes of 12mm and 
9mm. With air gaps from 0-150mm.
Can provide a NRC rating of up to 0.9. 
FLOOR ASSEMBLY ACOUSTIC MANIPULATION: 
Using various techniques that are able to work together to control the volume of sound in a space, the 
roof is the optimal place to compose this construction as it is not physically used by the person from a 
day to day basis. Since walls and the by the person within the space you become more limited in what can 
be done. 
Among the fi nish 
fl oor choice material. 
Further material can 
be placed below such 
as rubber to reduce 
sound
Typically paired with 
a resilient channel to 
allow for further air gap 
within the assembly. 
A resilient hanger can 
be used to provide 
defl ection and reduce 
the footfall sound 
between levels
Resilmat - Rubber Underlayment: 
This is an option for a wooden fl oor assembly. This 
product is a rubberized underlayment below the fi nished 
fl oor to reduce the footfall sound between levels. This 
is often paired with a resilient channel of which the 
manufacturer also provides a sound isolation washer to 
further the sound isolation. 
Can provide a STC rating of 25
Resilmat - Resilient Isolation Hanger: 
This product has three different types depending 
on the optimum load capacity. Each hanger 
provides the same amount of sound defl ection 
and can be used with concrete assemblies.
Can provide a STC rating of 30
(STC = Sound Transmission Class)
WALL PANEL MANIPULATION: 
Using various techniques that are able to work together to control the volume of sound in a space, the 
roof is the optimal place to compose this construction as it is not physically used by the person from a 
day to day basis. Since walls and the by the person within the space you become more limited in what 
can be done. 
Softscreen Groove Angle: 
To the left is a full acoustic panel where the entire panel is a felt that 
controls the noise reduction coeffi cient. Shown above there are three 
features of joinery that can be used. Wall joined, cable hung, or track 
and tolly.
Can provide a NRC rating of up to 0.9. 
Softscreen Stack: 
These panel designs are more for the appeal and the control of sound 
transmission. The panel can be used to simply divide a space, or there 
is the option of a half open panel that controls the sound however 
sound is allowed to escape through the top of the panel 
Softscreen Groove Straight Acoustic Panel: 
This design can be focused within particular zones of rooms. It 
comes in two size applications of which control reverberation 
within that area, resulting in better sound quality. Commonly used 
in healthcare, educational, and corporate settings.
Can provide a NRC rating of up to 0.9. 
Dependant on the type of 
sound quality needed this prod-
uct has two options. The panels 
can be cable hung which would 
leave opportunity for sound to 
escape above the panels.
There is also a track and trolley 
which would be more optimal in 
design. Allowing for the panels 
to be removed when needed 
creating a fl exible environment 
while being able to control 







CEILING ASSEMBLY ACOUSTIC MANIPULATION: 
Using various techniques that are able to work together to control the volume of sound in a space, the roof is the 
optimal place to compose this construction as it is not physically used by the person from a day to day basis. Since 



























































1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
The layout of the classroom has a strong impact on the effectiveness of a learning environment. 
The typical classroom setting divides the seating layout into two categories, front facing and 
grouped. From there the three most popular seating arrangements are displayed below. 
Front Facing: Grouped: 
FRONT FACING SINGLES SQUARE
FRONT FACING PAIRS U-SHAPED
FRONT FACING ROWS CLUSTER
TYPOLOGY FOR CURRICULA STUDY:
With each curricula having certain needs seating arrangements have began to be developed to 
better promote that learning style. Based on the best means of learning the seating arrangement 





One-On-One Study W/ Teacher: 
Upon merging the two education types, you are able 
to locate and determine which impact both functions 
the most. Through the matrix you can see how certain 
attributes may benefi t an autistic student in the education 
setting, however you can also see where that lies for the 
general education student. Using this will help determine 
which attributes are most relevant for inclusionary 
education. Those that fall into the inclusionary zoning 
serves the most importance to both general education 
and autistic education. However those that fall outside the 
inclusionary zone do not positively impact both general 
and autistic education cohesively. 
Taking the same design parameters and giving 
them a level of importance to the students and the 
environment. You are able to see clearly what is most 
important when designing for an autistic student and 
































































































































































AUTISTIC EDUCATIONGENERAL EDUCATION INCLUSIONARY EDUCATION
MASSING PROGRESSION:
1. The sports area is fi rst set on the eastern side. Placing the classrooms on the north side as far away 
from the road to have the smallest amount of sound position in that area. 
2. Multi function hall is arranged on the south of the site to further isolate the noise from getting to the 
teaching area on the north side of the campus.
3. Begin to connect functions in lines while dividing the campus into two garden squares of the east and 
west. 
4. Programming in line with where children run are rounded to reduce injury risk
5. Further connection platforms are added to connect primary school and kindergarten.
HANGZHOU SHENGLI ELEMENTARY
1 2 3 4 5
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This precedent is optimized for location of programming. While the classrooms are set to be the 
furthest possible away from exterior noises to allow for further focus and comprehension.
AUTISM CENTER PROJECT
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This design was optimized for students with autism. Forming from three masses that have a communal area 
within the center. The massing is separated into three sections, one of which holds majority of the classroom 
settings. Within this block the classrooms are of different sizes however refl ect similar seating style.
TYPOLOGY FOR 
CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This particular precedent mainly uses the grouped seating 
arrangement. Majority of the classroom settings are set up to 
be collaborative with other students and thus the desk/tables 
are set in clusters to allow for students to work with each other 
on assignments. This could further the engagement and social 
interaction that is being aimed for in the inclusionary precedent.
03CLASSROOM LEVEL
NIA SCHOOL 
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This precedent mainly focuses on the sensorial needs of students within the school setting. This would be 
reasoning for the classroom layout as such. This space is an open concept that allows for rearrangement 
however they are primarily set in a cluster/grouping format. 
TYPOLOGY FOR 
CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
With this project mainly focusing on the sensorial needs 
of students the desk are not only made to fi t the students 
sizes optimizing comfort, they are also set in a grouping 
style. Within clusters that allow collaborative group study as 
represented below. This again furthers the ability for students 






This project uses a front facing scheme 
in the classroom however the idea of 
collaborative work remains. The desk are 
set up in front facing pairs to allow for 
peer study. This again optimizes the social 






In the United States there are three major states that stick out above all for highest Autism rates. 
This being New Jersey, North Carolina and Georgia. Throughout the study of Georgia the CDC 
analyzed fi ve major counties. Fulton, Gwinnett, Cobb, DeKalb, and Clayton County. From these 
Counties I then analyzed the population of each for students. 
Gwinnett ranked as the biggest county in GA however the optimal location is Cobb county as 
there are 67 Elementary schools to feed into. Gwinnett was made up of majority high schools. 
Through further analysis of elementary schools in Cobb county.
ANALYSIS:
This site is located in Kennesaw GA. Feeding into Hayes Elementary 
School and Big Shanty Elementary School. A suburban area within 5 
minutes of the feeder schools. This is close to the national battlefi eld trails 
CSX winds its way through 
Kennesaw on its way from 
Atlanta and Chattanooga.
Located near Kennesaw 
Mountain with pre-existing 
trails that runs along the 
edge of the site.
Proposed site location. 
Maintaining all current foliage 
while by using clearing.
The oval shaped roof deck of this kindergarten allows children to interact and play with the architecture itself. There is no built in fi xtures that 
establish as a playground for the students rather the architecture itself serves this purpose. Designing for play. Optimized for students aged 
between two and six the Yoshino Nursery follows the Montessori Method that allows students to be given the freedom to learn through discovery. 
Physical boundaries are removed where nothing becomes off limits. The students creativity is allowed to blossom. Rather the architect Takaharu 
Tezuka designed for a continuous space allowing for unbound learning and play. This was established through a study of the natural choice of 
play for students. Simple in design the roof feature is the most impactful design. The roof doubles as a playground and running track. Allowing the 
students to race around the ring. There are also existing zelkova trees the deck was built around to allow for easy climbing in the natural setting. 
Skylights are installed throughout allowing natural light into the classrooms below while also creating a “porthole” for children to peek through. On 
the ground level the classrooms have sliding panel doors allowing the outdoor elements to directly connect with the interior setting. While the free 
plan encourages independence and collaboration. This also creates a natural white noise from the sounds of 600 children. 
Preservance of existing 
nature integrated into 
building design. Interactive design. 
Accessible Roof.
Open concept design 
allowing for spacial fl exibility
Sliding Panel doors to 
establish indoor-outdoor 
connectivity
Courtyard infl uencing 
engagement with nature.
YOSHINO NURSERY

















Converted from an th century courtyard building the YueCheng Courtyard Kindergarten is topped with a uniquely designed accessible rooftop. The 
site aims to preserve the cultural heritage of the pre existing to form a multi-layered urban narrative where old and new co-exist. The red and orange 
coloration of the roof top was designed to dramatically contrast with the grey roofs of the traditional buildings while providing a large play-space for 
the children. Transforming limited space to engage various building resulting in a colorful playground that functions as the main place for children to 
gain access to nature. The undulating surface represents a topographical sense creating several small hills and plains that create mimics landscape 
design. This forms a playful “landscape” for children to run up and down while also gaining experience to their cultural history. Parts of the village 
buildings interiors were redesigned as part of the school. The interior spaces consist of open-plan classrooms that are connected by a wide corridor. 
Each interior courtyard below the captivating roof top is separated by a full glass facade to visually connect the new structures to the 18th century 
courtyard. This also fl oods the interior with natural daylight. These courtyards puncture the roof in various locations some of which contains stairs, 









1. Site was adjusted to create simplifi ed geometry 2. Central point identifi ed on site 3. Natural sound barrier created with land mass to compensate for 
sound from CSX train route.
4. Form created from circumference of circle. Northern mass tucked 
into land mass. Enclosed central point to create internal courtyard.
5. Central axis point established to connect to buildings. Sloping of 
buildings to create a softer curb appeal and approach. Large atrium 
space created to establish hierarchy for entry. 
6. Vehicular circulation established. Main entry and exit. 
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSROOM LAYOUTS:
This precedent is optimized for location of programming. While the classrooms are set to be the furthest possible away 
from exterior noises to allow for further focus and comprehension.
Central Point







Buildings Sloped Buildings Sloped
Natural Sound Barrier
SECTION A-A THROUGH CLASSROOM Courtyard encouraging 
natural engagement. Also 
introducing natural lighting
Implication of acoustic 
control through assembly 
detailing and connections.
Sloping of roofi ng 
to allow for gentle 
eye appeal and 
access to roof.
With the goal of establishing a geometry that matches the current condition of the site. 
Elements were set in place to retain the historic site while only building upon the pre 
existing clearing that is already established. The curvature of the building is intended to 
represent the natural stroke of a pen while also fi tted tightly to that of the site creating 
the enclosed courtyard for outdoor connectivity but also privacy and security. Through 
the centralized alignment of the atrium space this created a connection between the two 
buildings. Tucking the northern building into a man made  land mass intended to further 
the sound barrier of the CSX train that runs through the area. Creating the main entry 
off the side road rather than the main road. Through each design change/placement a 
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